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Our Privacy Policy is fuelled by our commitment to these Privacy Principles: 
 

1. We’re deeply committed to creating a safe and secure online environment for 
you. 

2. We do not sell your personal information to third parties.  
3. We strive to provide you with access to and control over the information you 

give us, and we take the protection of your information very seriously. 
4. We take extra precautions for our younger learners as described in our 

Children’s Privacy Notice, including restricting child accounts to automatically 
block features that would allow a child to post or disclose personal 
information. 

5. We do not display advertising on Mandy Education. Our mission is to provide 
you with a world class education, not to sell you products. 

 



 

Overview 
 
Mandy Education, Inc. (“Mandy Education”, “our”, “us”, or “we”) is an Australian based 
organisation. We use the information we collect to provide you with a better 
experience and fulfill our mission to get every young Australian the education, 
support, guidance and tools they need to be financially empowered. We established 
ourselves as a purpose driven for-profit organisation so that a for-profit motive will 
not interfere with our mission of providing a trusted educational resource. 
 
We are committed to protecting your privacy. We understand how important privacy 
is to you, and we are committed to protecting your privacy and to creating a safe and 
secure environment for learners of all ages. This Privacy Policy explains how 
information is collected, used, shared, and protected by Mandy Education when you 
use (or access) our website at www.mandymoney.com.au or any sub-domain thereof, 
our online learning portal, and online service (collectively, our “Service”).  

Collection of information 
We collect information in the following ways, depending on your use of the Service 
and your account settings: 

• We collect information from you directly, such as when you create an account, 
communicate with us, participate in activities, events or surveys, or otherwise 
provide information during your use of the Service. 

• We may collect information from others, such as your parent, teacher, or 
School, or third parties (meaning organisations outside of Mandy Education), 
such as third party applications that you use to connect to the Service. 

• We collect some information automatically, such as information about your 
use of the Service and the devices you use to access the Service. We may use 
cookies, web beacons, and similar technologies to collect information. 

 
Examples of information we may collect includes: 

• Account registration information (username, birthdate, and email) 
• Information about your browser or device, and general location 
• Information you choose to include in your profile or post in public areas of the 

Service 
• Information you may provide in connection with specific features or special 

programs 
• Non-personal information which may be linked to your personal information, 

including Information about your use of our Service 
 
Additional information about our collection of Child and student data is provided in 
our Children’s Privacy Notice and Schools and Student Use.  
 
Information you provide to us 



• Contact and profile information. When you create an account on the Mandy 
Education Service we may collect information including your name, email 
address, and birthdate (for compliance purposes). We also collect sign-in 
information including username and password. After you register, you may 
also choose to provide additional information in your profile, such as your 
nickname, and other personal or demographic information. 

• Your communications with us. We may collect information from you at other 
times, such as when you request customer support, send us an email, post a 
comment, complete a user survey, participate in a special program, or 
otherwise communicate with Mandy Education (including via third party 
services). 

 
Information that we may receive about you from others 

• Information obtained from a school, or from other users. We make available 
certain features on our Service that allow other users to provide us 
information about you. For example, a school or teacher may provide 
information relating to participants in a class, or a parent may provide 
information relating to a Child User, such as when a parent registers an 
account for their Child and provide us with certain information about the 
Child, such as user name and age. Please review our Children’s Privacy Notice 
and Schools and Student Use for additional information about use of our 
Service by Children and students. 

• Information from Single Sign On (SSO) authentication services. If you decide to 
register for an account (or access your account) through an authentication 
service (such as Google Accounts or Clever as a Single Sign On, also known as 
a SSO) (“Authentication Service”), we may collect information from these third-
party services, consistent with your privacy settings in your account with the 
relevant Authentication Service. 

• Social media sharing. You may choose to directly share a link to the content 
you are viewing on Mandy Education by clicking on a third party application 
icon (such as choosing to share a link via your social media account like Twitter 
or Facebook). It is your choice whether to log-in to your social media account, 
so that you can post a direct link to the content you are viewing. Use of social 
media sharing is optional. 

 
• Information provided by partners and other sources. We may also receive 

information from third party organisations with which we partner to provide 
educational services. If we associate information from other sources with 
personal information that we collect through our Service, we will treat the 
combined information as personal information in accordance with this Privacy 
Policy. 

 
Information we collect automatically 
 

• Information about your use of our Service. We may collect usage information 
about your use of our Service, such as the number of problems you have 
attempted, the number of videos you have viewed, and the amount of time 



spent to complete a problem. This enables us to better tailor educational 
experiences that are most appropriate for you. 

• Location information. We may collect and use information about your location 
(such as your country) or infer your approximate location based on your IP 
address in order to provide you with tailored educational experiences for your 
region, but we don’t collect the precise geolocation of you or your device. You 
may be able to change the settings on your computer or mobile device to 
prevent it from providing us with any location information. 

 
Usage and device information. To provide a personalized learning and high-quality 
experience for our users, we may use various technologies that automatically record 
certain technical information from your browser or device when you visit our 
website, read our emails, use our Service or otherwise engage with us (e.g., the model 
of the laptop or mobile device and operating system version you use).  
 
 
 

Use of information 
 
Mandy Education uses information collected for the purposes of: 

• providing the Service 
• personalizing your experience 
• communicating with you about your account and our Service (including 

responding to inquiries and sharing information about new features and 
offerings that may be of interest) 

• enabling your participation in special programs that we may offer in 
partnerships with third parties (if you choose to participate in such special 
programs) 

• understanding and improving our Service, and developing new or improved 
educational offerings 

We may also use de-identified or aggregated information for product development, 
research, analytics and other purposes, including for the purpose of analyzing, 
improving or marketing our Service, for demonstrating the impact of our Service, or 
conducting educational research. 
 
Mandy Education uses your information in the following ways: 
 

• To provide our Service. Mandy Education uses your information to operate, 
maintain, and provide all of the features of our Service. 

• To personalize your experience. We use your information to personalize your 
experience while using the Service, including on various devices you may use 
to access the Service. For instance, Mandy Education remembers your recent 
activity so we can recommend the most appropriate content for you on your 
next visit and provide personalized learning experiences. 

• To communicate with you. We use your information to communicate with you 
about your account and respond to inquiries. We may also use your 



information to provide you with information about Mandy Education’s 
features, services and other offerings that may be of interest to you, and 
communicate with you about our philanthropic mission and fundraising for our 
mission. 

• To enable your participation in Mandy Education partnership 
arrangements. We use your information to enable your participation in 
programs or features we may offer in partnership with third parties, to the 
extent you decide to participate in such programs. 

• To understand, improve, and develop our Service. Mandy Education uses 
information to understand and analyze the usage trends, learning behaviors, 
and preferences of our users, to improve the way the Service works and looks, 
and to create new features and functionality. 

• To develop new educational offerings. We may use information to maintain, 
develop, support and improve our Service and other educational products and 
services, and for educational research. 

• For legal, compliance or safety reasons. We may use or share information to 
comply with applicable laws, rules, or regulations, and our Terms of Service, 
including protecting the safety and rights of Mandy Education, users, and the 
general public. 

 
 

 

Sharing and disclosure of information 
 
Mandy Education takes great care to protect the personal information you provide to 
us. We do not sell your personal information to third parties. This section explains 
circumstances in which we may share personal information with third parties. 
 
We may share personal information: 

• with other users of our Service, if you use features that enable you to share 
your information with (or make it accessible to) others. 

• with Vendors, consultants and other service providers working on our behalf 
• with other users that are associated with your account, such as a parent, 

teacher or coach. 
• with your school, if you are using our Service for school purposes (please 

see Schools and Student Use for more information). 
• with your consent (including third party applications that you choose to use, 

such as complementary services or an Authentication Service). If you choose 
to use a third-party application or service, the use of your information by the 
third party will be governed by that party’s privacy policy. 

• in connection with business transfers (due to mergers and acquisitions). 
• for compliance purposes, such as when reasonably necessary to protect the 

security and safety of our users or Service, or when permitted by law. 
 



We may also share de-identified or aggregated information that does not reasonably 
identify any individual. 
 

Mandy Education may share or transfer your information in the following ways: 
 
When information is visible to others on the Service by default 
 
Certain features and functions of the Service may share your information with or 
make it accessible to others. For example, your information may be visible to others 
in the following circumstances: 
 

• Information you post to public spaces of the Service. When you post a 
question or answer to the Service, your profile, which could include your name 
and short biography, as well as the content of your posted comment, is visible 
to others on the Service. As with most online services, once your information 
is available to others online, it may be collected and used by the recipients or 
any other website visitor without restriction. As with online safety in general, 
consider which personal information (if any) you want to share in your profile 
or posts. We strongly advise that you do not use your real name (or other 
information that could be used to identify you) when creating your username 
(or profile). 

 
• Information shared when your account is connected to another user 

account. When your account is connected to a teacher or coach, or your 
parent, that person will be able to see your profile information and your 
learning activity on the Service, such as which videos you have watched, the 
questions and responses you post, and other usage information. This 
information may include your name (not only your username) as well as 
information in your account profile and your account settings. 
 

With your consent or according to your instructions 
 
You may provide consent or authorization to share your information with third party 
applications or services in several ways. Please note that these third parties are not 
governed by Mandy Education or the terms of this Privacy Policy. We recommend 
you review the privacy policy of any third party application or service before 
authorising its access to your Mandy Education account information. 
 

• We may share information with third-party applications that you 
authorise. Third-party application developers and service providers may build 
complementary services for our platform, such as a mobile application for blind 
or low-vision learners. They may also use our Mandy Education content to 
build unaffiliated applications and services. If you connect your Mandy 
Education account to a third-party application or service, or approve access to 
your Mandy Education account by a third party, you consent to Mandy 
Education sharing your information with that third party. 



• We may share information with third-party Single Sign On tools that you 
choose. Mandy Education provides you with opportunities to register an 
account with (and/or sign on to) Mandy Education by using a Single Sign On 
Authentication Service. If you choose to use the Authentication Service, these 
third-party services may be able to collect or infer information about you, 
including information about your use of our Service (i.e, your log-in activity), in 
accordance with their own privacy policies. 

• We may share information with social networks at your request. You may 
choose to share Mandy Education content with others by email (or by posting 
to social media sites) through third party integrations with social media sites 
(like Facebook or Twitter). These third parties may use your information as 
described in their own privacy policies. Use of this feature is optional. 

• We may share information in connection with special programs you 
participate in. If you participate in special programs where Mandy Education 
partners with third parties, Mandy Education may share information collected 
from or about you with its third-party partners to facilitate the program or 
services being offered.  

• We may share information with your consent. Mandy Education does not 
share your information with third-party organisations for their marketing or 
promotional use without your consent. In some instances, you may be able to 
grant us permission to share your information with authorised partners, 
nonprofit organisations, and other entities that are not affiliated with Mandy 
Education. In these cases, we will only provide to these third parties the 
information you have authorised or asked us to share. 

 
We may share information with your School 
 
If you are a School User or teacher, Mandy Education may share certain information 
with your School. For more information, please review the section entitled Schools 
and Student Use. 
 
We may share de-identified or aggregate information with others 
 
In certain circumstances, Mandy Education may share de-identified or aggregated 
information that does not reasonably identify you as an individual for various 
purposes. For example, we may share de-identified information with business 
partners to improve our Service or offerings or to conduct educational research. If we 
disclose information to third parties for research or product development purposes, 
such information will be aggregated and/or de-identified to reasonably avoid 
identification of specific individuals. 
 
We will share information with employees and service providers 
 
In order to provide our Service, Mandy Education may share information with our 
employees and trusted vendors, third party service providers or other individuals, 
such as entities providing billing, customer support, analytics, hosting, marketing and 
similar services. When we share information with third party service providers or 



vendors, these third parties are contractually obligated to maintain the security and 
confidentiality of that information. 
 
We may share or disclose information for legal or business purposes 
 
We may share information in the context of a change of business, including a merger 
or acquisition.In the event that Mandy Education is involved in a merger, acquisition, 
bankruptcy, change of control, or any form of sale of some or all of our assets, your 
information may be transferred or disclosed in connection with such business 
transaction. If the transaction involves the transfer of Student Personal Data to a 
third party, we will require the new owner to continue to honour the terms provided 
in this Privacy Policy, or we will provide the School with notice and an opportunity to 
opt-out of the transfer of Student Personal Data by deleting Student Personal Data 
before the transfer occurs. 
 
 
Other instances. Mandy Education may share or disclose information if we have a 
good faith belief that doing so is reasonably necessary to: (a) satisfy any applicable 
law, regulation, legal process, or enforceable governmental request; (b) enforce 
applicable Terms of Service, including investigation of potential violations thereof; (c) 
investigate or defend ourselves against any third-party claims or allegations; (d) 
detect, prevent or otherwise address fraud, security or technical issues; (e) protect 
the rights, property, or personal safety of Mandy Education, our users, or the public; 
or (f) as otherwise required or permitted by law. 
 

Sponsorship and Advertising 
From time to time, we permit third parties to sponsor content displayed on certain 
areas of our Service, excluding our schools product or paid products. 
 

• For example, for-profit organisations may wish to sponsor all content related 
to a particular educational topic, such as entrepreneurship. 

• Sponsored content will always be labeled (e.g., “Sponsored by ___”). 
 
Mandy Education does not share any of your personal information with these 
sponsors without your consent. We do not provide these sponsors with the ability to 
track or collect information about our site visitors or users. 
 
Mandy Education does not display third party advertisements on our Service. We 
may, from time to time, incorporate content or link to content provided by third 
parties that may be of interest to you and relevant to the educational context of our 
Service. Some of these materials or websites may include branding or advertisements 
as permitted by the third party owner or operator. For more information, please 
review Links to Third Parties 
Please note that we use our best efforts and take multiple steps to avoid the 
collection of information for targeted advertising purposes when we believe the 
Service is being used by Students or Children. 



 
• For example, we take steps to inhibit third party advertising networks from 

collecting information for targeted advertising purposes on webpages with 
child-directed content or when a Student or Child User logs into the Service. 

• Mandy Education uses the available privacy functionality in YouTube to 
display video content on YouTube (see additional information under “Learn 
More”). 

 
Please review our Children’s Privacy Notice for more information. 

 

Transparency and your choice 
 
We take privacy very seriously. We strive to put you in control of the choices and 
decisions regarding your personal information. 
We understand that your personal information is important to you, and that is why 
you have choices in how your personal information is used and shared. We want you 
to have access to your personal information, so that you can help keep it as accurate 
as possible. 
For example, you can choose whether to create an account (or use the Service 
without registering). If you register for an account, you can: 
 

• Limit optional information you provide 
• Choose whether you wish to share personal information with (and use) third 

party services 
• Choose whether to add a coach to your account 
• Choose whether you wish to receive optional email 
• Update, correct, and delete your account information through your account 

settings 
 
In some cases, administrative controls for accounts used in a school setting, including 
the ability to modify or delete the account, are held by the school. For more 
information, please review our Please review our Children’s Privacy Notice for more 
information. 

 

Your account settings 
 
We want you to have access to your information, so that you can help keep it as 
accurate as possible. If you register and provide Mandy Education with information, 
you may update, correct, or delete your account and information at any time by 
reviewing your profile information and preferences on your account settings page. 



Security of your personal information 
 
Mandy Education is committed to securing your personal information. 
 
Some of the ways in which we protect your personal information include: 

• We encrypt your personal information when it is stored at rest 
• We protect your personal information with encryption during transmission 

over the public Internet 
• We use reasonable organisational and technical safeguards designed to help 

protect the privacy and security of your personal information 
 
Some of the ways in which we encourage you to protect your personal information 
include: 

• We encourage you to create a username that does not reveal your identity 
• We encourage you to create (and keep) a strong password 
• We encourage you to be thoughtful about what you post and continue to 

learn about online safety 
We use reasonable safeguards to protect our Service and your personal information, 
but no security measures are perfect. 
 
Security is important to you and to Mandy Education 
To protect your privacy and security, we take reasonable steps to verify your identity 
before granting account access or making corrections to your information. For 
example, we may ask you to provide certain information to confirm your identity, and 
we may require that you create and use a password to access certain parts of our 
Service. We strongly encourage you to create and maintain a strong password to help 
ensure the security of your account. 
 
 
We use reasonable safeguards to protect our Service and your personal information, 
but no security measures are perfect 
 
Mandy Education uses reasonable physical, administrative, and technical safeguards 
designed to preserve the integrity and security of your personal information we 
maintain in connection with our Service. We cannot, however, ensure or warrant the 
security of any or all of the information you transmit to Mandy Education. For 
instance, no Internet service or email message is ever fully secure or error free. In 
particular, emails sent to or from the Service may not be secure. Please take special 
care in deciding what information you send to us via email or for support help. Once 
we receive your transmission of information, Mandy Education makes commercially 
reasonable efforts to ensure the security of our systems. When you enter sensitive 
information, we encrypt the transmission of that information using secure socket 
layer technology (SSL) or similar technologies. However, please note that this is not a 
guarantee that such information may not be accessed, disclosed, altered, or 
destroyed by a breach of any of our physical, technical, or administrative safeguards. 
In the event that any information under our control is compromised as a result of a 



breach of security, we will take reasonable steps to investigate the situation and will 
notify you of the security incident in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. 

Links to Third Parties 

The Service may link to and may be linked by websites operated by other entities or 
individuals. If we include links to third parties and you click on that link, you will be 
leaving Mandy Education and the privacy policy of that third party applies. Similarly, if 
you see a link to Mandy Education on a third-party website, then the privacy policy of 
that third party applies. 

• For example: 
o If you click on a link to an external website, then you will go to the 

external website and external website’s privacy policy applies. 
o If you are on the Mandy Education Instagram page, the privacy policy of 

Instagram applies to that Mandy Education Instagram page. 
• This Mandy Education Privacy Policy does not apply to (and we cannot control 

the activities of) such other third-party websites. 
• You should consult the privacy policies of those third party websites. 
 

Changes to this Privacy Policy 

Mandy Education may modify or revise this Privacy Policy from time to time. Mandy 
Education will notify users of any changes to our Privacy Policy by posting the 
revised Privacy Policy with an updated date of revision on our Service. If we change 
this Policy in a material manner, we will do our best to notify you of the changes by 
posting a notice on our website. We recommend that you review the Privacy Policy 
each time you visit the Service to stay informed of our privacy practices. 

We will not make any material changes to our Privacy Policy that relate to the 
collection or use of Student Personal Data without first giving notice to the School 
and providing a choice before Student Personal Data are used in a materially different 
manner than was disclosed when the information was collected. 

Contact Mandy Education 

Please contact Mandy Education with any questions or comments. 

By email: hello@mandymoney.com.au 

By mail: Mandy Education, 11 Cubitt Street, Cremorne, 3121 

 



Schools and Student Use 

This School and Student Use notice supplements our Privacy Policy in connection 
with school use. Mandy Education is a purpose-driven for-profit organisation 
dedicated to providing trusted educational content. We strive to implement best 
practices to protect the privacy of all of our student and non-student users, alike. We 
have implemented additional controls and procedures for schools, school districts and 
teachers (collectively referred to as “Schools”) when they use the Service for 
educational purposes. When the Service is used as part of the School’s educational 
program, the personal information related to the School’s student users (“School 
Users”) may include information defined as “education records” by the Australian 
Privacy Principles, under the Privacy Act, 1988, or other information protected by 
similar state student data privacy laws. We refer to this information as “Student 
Personal Data”.  

Our commitment: Our collection and use of Student Personal Data is governed by 
our contracts with Schools, by our Privacy Policy, and by applicable privacy laws. For 
example, we work with Schools to protect Student Personal Data consistent with the 
Australian Privacy Principles. If you have any questions about reviewing, modifying, 
or deleting the personal information of a School User, please contact your School 
directly. 

Creation of School Accounts: Please note that in order for School User accounts to 
be associated with a School and recognised as School Accounts, the accounts must 
be created by or at the direction of a School, using a school email address and 
associated with a School’s class on the Service. For example, a School Account is 
created when: 

• a teacher creates the user name, login and password to establish School User 
accounts and creates a class on the Service 

• an account is created by a School User at the direction of a School, using a 
School email address and associated with a School’s class on the Service 

• accounts are created pursuant to a separate contract between Mandy 
Education and the school district (or educational agency) specifying that the 
accounts are School Accounts 

In cases where we do not have a separate contract with a School district or 
educational agency, we may require notification that the accounts are used for school 
purposes in order to recognize them as School Accounts.  

Some of the specific ways that we use and protect Student Personal Data  
• We collect, maintain, use and share Student Personal Data only for authorised 

educational purposes and as described in our Privacy Policy, including as 
directed by the School, the School User and/or the student’s parent or legal 
guardian (a “Parent”). 



• We do not disclose Student Personal Data for targeted advertising purposes. 
We take steps to disable third party ad networks when a School User logs into 
a School User account on the Service. 

• We do not build a personal profile of a School User other than in furtherance 
of an educational purpose or as authorised by a Parent. 

• We have implemented and maintain a data security program designed to 
protect the types of Student Personal Data collected and used by the Service. 

• We will clearly and transparently disclose our data policies and practices to our 
users. 

• We will never sell Student Personal Data unless the sale is part of a corporate 
transaction, such as a merger, acquisition, bankruptcy, or other sale of assets, 
in which case we will require the new owner to continue to honour the terms 
provided in this Privacy Policy or we will provide the School with notice and an 
opportunity to opt-out of the transfer of Student Personal Data by deleting 
the Student Personal Data before the transfer occurs. 

• We will not make any material changes to our Privacy Policy or contractual 
agreements that relate to the collection or use of Student Personal Data 
without first giving notice to the School and providing a choice before the 
Student Personal Data are used in a materially different manner than was 
disclosed when the information was collected. 

 
 
How we share and disclose Student Personal Data 

We disclose Student Personal Data in the manner described in our Privacy Policy 
under the Section entitled Sharing and disclosure of information. In addition, 
depending on the features and account controls applicable to the School Accounts, 
we may share information with other users on the Service, such as teachers, coaches, 
or School administrators. If a School User posts content in a community forum, their 
username and profile information will be visible along with the comment. 

Depending on the manner in which Mandy Education is used by a School and the 
terms of the agreement between the School and Mandy Education, Mandy Education 
may provide the School with access to certain Student Personal Data, School Account 
usage information and teacher user account usage information for school purposes, 
such as monitoring student learning activity and evaluating the effectiveness of the 
School’s use of the Service. Mandy Education may also provide Schools with access 
to Student Personal Data, Student usage information, and teacher usage information 
in response to a School’s request. 

 
No Targeted Advertising 

Mandy Education does not use, disclose, or compile Student Personal Data of School 
Users on the Service for the purpose of marketing or advertising commercial products 
or services, including targeted advertising. 

 



How we retain and delete Student Personal Data 

We will not knowingly retain Student Personal Data beyond the time period required 
to support an educational purpose, unless authorised to do so by a School, student or 
Parent. Many of our users continue to use their accounts for a personal, non-School 
purpose and choose to associate their accounts with a personal account or the 
account of their Parent. In such cases, the user (or the user’s Parent) is responsible for 
account deletion requests. 

Users with personal accounts (or their Parents) can delete their accounts and 
personal information associated with the account at any time through account 
Settings.  

Depending on the manner in which Mandy Education is used by a School and the 
terms of an agreement between the School and Mandy Education, users, including 
School Users (or their Parents) may be able to delete their accounts and personal 
information associated with the account through account Settings. In some cases our 
School partners have implemented Mandy Education through an agreement between 
Mandy Education and the school district or educational agency that includes 
additional rostering and administrative services; in these cases, School Users (or their 
Parents) may not be able to delete accounts through account Settings, and deletion 
requests may need to be referred to the School. 

The School is responsible for managing Student Personal Data in accounts that the 
School no longer needs for an educational purpose by submitting a deletion request. 
We may request further information from you to verify the authenticity of a deletion 
request. If a School User has associated their School Account with a personal 
account, the School User’s learning activity may be retained in the personal account. 

 
 
Questions about Student Personal Data 

If you have questions about specific practices relating to Student Personal Data 
provided to Mandy Education by a School, please direct your questions to your 
School. 

This section does not apply to information that a student or other individual may provide to 
Mandy Education independent of the student’s use of the Service at the direction of the 
School. For example, if a user links their existing personal account to their School Account, 
or elects to retain their Mandy Education learning activity in a personal account, the 
information associated with the personal account is not considered Student Personal Data. 



 

Children’s Privacy Notice 

This privacy notice supplements our Privacy Policy and provides additional 
information about how we collect, use and share personal information from children 
under the age of 18 (a “Child” or “Children”). 

Mandy Education is committed to Children’s privacy. 

Protecting the privacy of Children is especially important to Mandy Education. For 
that reason, we created certain features designed to help protect personal 
information relating to Children (“Child Users”). When a Child creates an account, we 
seek the consent of a parent or legal guardian (“Parent”) for that account. When 
Mandy Education is used by a School in an educational setting, we rely on the School 
to provide the requisite consent, on behalf of the Parent, for Mandy Education to 
collect information from a School User under the age of 18. 

How Children can use and register for our Service  

Users may view our content and do exercises without creating an account. 
Functionality is limited if users do not create an account. 

Mandy Education does not knowingly permit Child Users to create an account 
without the consent of a Parent or School. If Mandy Education learns that personal 
information of a Child User has been collected on our Service without Parent or 
School consent, Mandy Education will take appropriate steps to delete this 
information. If you are a Parent and discover that your child under the age of 13 has a 
registered account with our Service without consent, please Contact Mandy 
Education and request that we delete that child’s personal information from our 
systems. 

 

Child Users can sign up for a Mandy Education account in one of the following ways: 
 

A Child User may sign up for a Mandy Education Account with parent consent 

When a Child User registers for our Service, we request a username, birthdate, 
password, and a Parent’s email address so that we can email the Child User’s Parent 
in order to seek consent for the Child to use the Service. Mandy Education does not 
ask the Child User for any more information than is necessary to provide the Service 
to the Child User or to seek Parent consent. The Child User is permitted to use the 
Service for 7 days through a Restricted Account while we notify the Parent and 
request consent. If we do not receive consent from the Parent within 7 days, the 
Child User’s Restricted Account is closed, and the Child’s personal information is 



deleted from our systems. Mandy Education may rely on a School to provide consent 
on behalf of a Parent, as described below. 
 

When a Child User account is created by a School, we rely on the School to provide 
consent 

When the Mandy Education Service is used by a School in an educational setting, we 
permit the School to create Child User accounts and to provide the requisite consent, 
on behalf of the Child User’s Parent, for Mandy Education to collect personal 
information of a Child User for this purpose. Schools may create a Child User account 
by adding students to the Service through Google Classroom, Clever, or similar Single 
Sign On service, providing a link or class code to join a class, or a School may create 
logins and passwords for each individual student. When Schools create accounts in 
this manner, we rely on the consent provided to us by the School and do not require 
additional consent from the Parent. 

 
 
Restricted Accounts for Child Users 

Mandy Education attempts to restrict a Child User’s access to certain features that 
could result in disclosure of the Child’s personal information. A Restricted Account 
limits sharing and displaying private information about the Child User in various ways. 

For example, a Child User with a Restricted Account cannot: 

• Display personal information other than a username. Restricted Accounts 
contain the Child’s username and do not include other personal information or 
profile information. Because the username may be displayed on the Service, 
we strongly recommend selecting a username that does not relate to or 
identify the real name of the Child. The Child’s username can be selected or 
revised by the Parent by creating a Parent Account. 

• Add or edit personal information associated with a Restricted Account. 
• Post to public community forums, or post questions or answers on lessons. 
• Receive emails from Mandy Education (all emails are sent to the Parent email 

on file). 
• Communicate with or share personal information with Coaches other than a 

username and Service usage activity (i.e., lessons completed, badges earned, 
etc.). Similarly, Coaches cannot communicate with a Child User with a 
Restricted Account except to assign content for the Child User. 

 
 
 
What information we collect from a Child User, and how we use this information 

We collect a username, birthdate, and Parent’s email address (if not a School user) 
when a Child User registers for the Service. We collect information about the Child 



User’s use of the Service (lessons completed, certificates earned). We also collect 
usage and device information, as described in Collection of Information. 

We use this information to provide the Service and for the purposes described in Use 
of Information.  We use the Parent’s email address to communicate messages about 
the account. 

 
 
No Third Party Tracking and No Targeted Advertising 

Mandy Education does not display any targeted advertising on the Service. We do 
not disclose personal information of Child Users for direct marketing purposes or for 
targeted advertising purposes. In addition, we take steps to disable third party ad 
networks on webpages with child-directed content or when a Child User logs into a 
Restricted Account on the Service. 

 
 


